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Kudos & Credos

IF there is anything about which little mag editors like to read, it is the
problems of other little mag editors. Editor Erling Larsen, in The Carleton
Miscellany, out of Carleton College, Northfield, Minnesota, has devoted
75 pages of the Spring '66 issue to a symposium on "The Little Magazines." Some twenty editors admit discouragement over such matters as
the flood of manuscripts ,(Poetry rejected 6<),675 poems last year), the need
for financial support ("Thus, like all little mags, December is published
to promote wisdom and beauty, tolerance and virtue. Does a project th~t
far on the side of the angels need justification. Even when it cannot find
angels?"-Curt Johnson), over small audiences theoretically composed of
libraries and authors who write for the magazine, fatigue with cliques and
ecl~cticism and the "tired old novelties," the dangers of regionalism, and
the fear that too much money is the death of art. But little mag editors
continue' to believe in themselves, if not in each other. "One of the love·
liest things about the current scene in literary America is the growing number of little magazines. I hope they keep on dying and being replaced," says
avant-gardist Charles, Angoff, editor of The Literary Review.
Although it is one of the oldest little mags in the business, New Mexico Quarterly still finds it easier to say what it is not than what it is. Thirty.
six years ago,the foreword to the first number stated that it was "not a
commercial venture," not intended to be '''popular in the ordinary sense of
the word," but not "high brow." It was frankly New Mexican, and assumed
that "publication is a proper and necessary part of an educational program," that "the field into which the magazine is launched is not already
entirely filled." Dudley Wynn, who edited the magazine during the war
years, wrote in 1947: "Although given its basic support by the University
continued on page 90
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continued from page 2

of New Mexico, New Mexico Quarterly Review has always been mainly a
labor of love." Joaquin Ortega, taking over the editorship in 1948, stated:
"A region cannot be conceived of as a unit, however, isolated from the rest
of the nation and the world, and we do not wish to give- the impression of
being intoxicated with regionalism. The roots of the general and universal
are in the particular and individual."
In 1957, the present editor, scouting a trail across cactus-studded valleys, rock-ribbed mountains, opined: "The Southwest's significant growth
in population since World War II has brought a changed tempo, not only
in scientific activities, but in every aspect of regional life. . . . The magazine endeavors to be valuable to the large number of people all over the
world who, for a variety of reasons, are interested in New Mexico and the
Southwest. NMQ examines and documents this region's present and past, ;
its achievements and problems, its art and literature, its economic and sociaIstructures, and its participation in the several sciences. . . . But New
Mexico Quarterly, in being regional, strives to avoid being provincial. It
continues to remain aware of the main streams of contemporary thought,
and to offer outside perspective as a cure for myopia."
The trail drive has squinted through sandstorms, wandered in circles,
bogged in quicksand, and occasionally been welcomed at an oasis. Many
hands have joined the crew, herded the magazine across another gully, and
drifted on. The current outfit has a keen eye for fresh pasture, and a singular ability to keep things moving. MARy ADAMS and Gus BLAISDELL have
lassoed some valuable writer-eritters, and are corralling more every day. The
Quarterly dividend looks good this year.
The Pygmalion impulse is strong in little mag editors. We are happiest when our authors are invited into larger and more elegant literary
salons. Some we have "discovered" and given the speech lessons that will
let them pass for the princes they are. Others we have cheered by believing
in them enough to keep them in print. A very large number of NMQ contributors have joined the national scene through book and magazine publication, and special honors-and the number is increasing.
EDSEL FORD of Fort Smith, Arkansas, whose whimsical stories have
delighted us for years, is one of the biggest winners in the NMQ stable.
At its June commencement; the University of Arkansas is presenting him
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its Distinguished Alumnus Citation, and his friends have created an Edsel
Ford Scholarship in the Journalism Department. In January, Ford received
the Alice Fay di Castagnola Award from the Poetry Society of America, a
$3,500 first prize, the largest amount ever presented by that society. The
honor recognizes a book of sonnets with the working title, A Landscape for
Dante. Ford is reported as saying that he has taken several of the characters from the Inferno and placed them in an Ozark setting. Further, he has
won the Conrad Aiken Award granted by the Poetry Society of Georgia,
as well as the Arthur Davison Ficke Memorial Award and the Lowell
Mason Palmer Award.
Two stories from NMQ, "Judge Ripper's Day," and "Nearly Tickled
to Death," are planned for a forthcoming McGraw-Hill volume, My Land
Has a Voice, by JESSE STUART. The February '66 American Book Collector
is a "Special Jesse Stuart Number," containing five of Stuart's original contributions, a critical bibliography and facsimiles of his books in several
languages.
Noted British poet CHARLES TOMLINSON whose work has several times
appeared in the Quarterly (most recently-the Antonio Machado translations in autumn '64) has been chosen for his -volume, American Scenes,
published by Oxford University Press this year, as the recipient of the
Poetry Book Society award.
"The Gift," by HOLLIS SUMMERS and "A Hand," by Herbert Morris
from NMQ were chosen for reprinting in Best Poems of 1965, the 18th
annual volume of Borestone Mountain Poetry Awards.
N. SCOTT MOMADAY, whose first published poem was included in the
summer '59 NMQ, last month has been awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship
and will spend a year doing research in Cambridge, Massachusets. A graduate of UNM, Momaday is an assistant professor at the University of California, Santa Barbara.
EDWIN HONIG, once poetry editor of NMQ and now a contributor of
articles and translations, has been awarded a $2,500 grant by the National
Institute and American Academy of Arts and Letters in recognition of
his original contributions to American poetry. The Institute for Advanced
Studies in the Theatre Arts has designated Honig's The Phantom Lady,. a
verse translation of Calder6n's La dama duende, for twelve presentations
in New York this year to be followed by three in Washington, D.C., at
the invitation of the Library of Congress. Mr. Honig's article on Calder6n
appeared in last summer's issue of this magazine.
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LUIS lIARss, as his biographical note in this issue explains, is the author
of Ten in Their Time (a tentative title) to be published late this year by
Harper & Row. Both the Juan Rulfo article in the last issue and the essay
on Carlos Fuentes will be chapters of that book. Our next number will
carry his essay on Cortazar, whose current novel, Hopscotch, is receiving
wide critical attention.
This year McGraw-Hill will publish WINSTON WEATHERS book, The
Strategy of Style, written in collaboration with his University of Tulsa
colleague OTIS WINCHESTER, another NMQ author.
Authors WEATHERS, WILLIAM PEDEN and GEORGE ABBE were all included in Martha Foley's list of "Distinctive Short Stories of 1963" and,
in each case, were represented by stories the Quarterly had published. Also
included in the '63 list were past contributors PAUL HORGAN, RAMON
SENDER and the late OLIVER LA FARGE. In the 1964 Best Stories volume, a
FRIEDA A1uaN story was reprinted. Miss Arkin contributed fiction to the
magazine in '64. JUAN RULFo, whose works were discussed by LUIS HARSs in
the last NMQ, was on the 1964 "distinctive story" list, as was JESSAMYN
WEST, whose much-reprinted piece, IIReverdy," we published in '43.
Scott, Foresman will reprint in its forthcoming volume, The Literature
of the South, SHIRLEY ANN GRAU'S story, "The Sound of Silver." Written
when Miss Grau was a graduate student at Tulane, this was her first published story and appeared in the summer '53 Quarterly.
Poets WILLIAM BURFORD, PHILIP LEGLER and HOWARD McCORD, all
recent contributors, are authors with new books issued by the pniversity
of Texas Press, the University of Nebraska Press and the Washington State
University Press, respectively. Argus has brought out a new vplume of
Marion Montgomery's poetry. Ode to the Sea & Other Poems, by Howard
Baker, whose verse was in the winter '65-66 issue, is one of the new books
published by ALAN SWALLOW, once NMQ poetry editor.
The lead story in CHARLES EAST'S book of short stories, Where the
Music Was (Harcourt, Brace & World) is "Fisherman's Wife" which first
appeared in our summer '65 issue.
Next year Indiana University Press's publication list will include A. K.
RAMANuJAN'S book, The Interior Landscape: An Anthology of Tamil
Poetry. Some of these translations were in the NMQ previous to this one.
"The Lake Above Santos," from the current NMQ, will be the opener
for Sketches from a New Mexico Hill Town, a book of poems by KEITH
WILSON. It will be published by Presa de Lagar / Wine Press in Orono,
Maine.
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Louisiana State University Press has just published a volume of NMQ
poer-HENRY TAYLOR'S work entitled The Horse Show at Midnight; Duell,
Sloan and Pearce will include his poems in their volume, The Girl in the
Black Raincoat.
'--

HAMILTON'S poem, uBare Ruined Choirs," from the spring
'63 issue, is included in his volume of poetry, Before Dark, released this year
by Rutgers University Press.
HORACE

We welcome to the ranks of quarterly reviews, the Greensboro Review, published at the University of North Carolina, Greensboro. Lawrence
Judson Reynolds is editor. Also th~ first number of Volume I of Denver
Quarterly has appeared. It is published at the University of Denver; a year's
subscription 'is $4.00; the editor is John Williams. Its emphasis is on all
aspects of modern culture.
In the winter '65-66 NMQ, we published a story, "The Dirigible," by
David Newman. We received biographical information too late to use the
author's preferred name, Harry Newman.
The Alaska Writers Workshop, now in its third year, is offering a
graduate study program leading to the Master of Fine Arts degree in. creative writing. Each staff member is a widely published writer and teacher and
is experienced in university writing programs. Address inquiries to Dr.
Edmund Skellings, Coordinator, Program in Creative Writing, University
of Alaska, College, Alaska 99735.
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